Dates to Remember
●
●
●
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Sept. 18th:
Sept. 18th:
Sept. 23rd:
Sept. 24th:
Sept. 27th:
Oct. 9th:
Oct. 12th:
Oct. 12th:

Early Release - students released @ 12:30 for remainder of day
Migrant Welcome Field Trip (meet at turn-off point by 1:40pm)
Site Council Meeting @ 4pm
Picture Day
Holy Day (no school)
Holy Day (no school)
Saturday School & End-of-Quarter Day.
End-of-Quarter - students released @ 11:30 for remainder of day

What We Are Learning
In reading, We are learning
about the beginning, middle and
end of a book and learning how
to give at least one detail about
the story.
In writing, we are practicing our
names in Russian and English
as well as letters and numbers.

WOW!! The ﬁrst few weeks of
school has ﬂown by for all of us
here in K/1. I have the best K/1
class. All of our students are
coming to school excited and ready
to learn. I am so excited to see your
students each morning and that
they are ready to learn.

What We Are Learning
In math, we are learning how
many each number represents
and how much we have
altogether when we combine
numbers.
In science, we are continuing to
learn about plants and animals.

If you have questions,comments or concerns, please
feel free to email me @Twishart@kpbsd.k12.ak.us
Thank you,Mrs.Wishart

2/3 Grade News!

We started the year focusing on
mammals.
We
reviewed
the
categories that deﬁne a mammal.
Then, we read about mammals, and
painted a panda. We also wrote about
pandas. We linked science to Art,
Reading and Writing. The children
loved it! They made some beautiful
artwork, and followed the instructions
step by step.
Last week, we started a chapter about
the human body. We learned about
our muscles, and bones.

Every morning , we have our Reading block. The
students are learning new vocabulary, we review and
add new spelling words/rules, and read stories. We
also have been working on handwriting, and writing.
We write in our journals daily. The students are doing
their best at completing their work.

Both 2nd and 3rd graders have been working on
additions, at their own level. We worked on doubles
(8+8), doubles plus one (8+9), we practiced counting
on. We are adding 2 digit numbers in 3rd grade, and we
will keep going on. During our Calendar time, we
focused on multiplications in August, and we are
focusing on fractions in September.

We have a behavior chart in our class with
a reward system. Throughout the day, the
children’s behaviors are monitored by the
adults who intervene in the class: Drasida,
Luba, Eﬁmia, or myself. When a child is on
task, is kind, and is helping, their pin
moves up the chart. When the behavior
needs to be ﬁxed, the child gets a
warning, and a chance to do better. At the
end of the day, I pass out ClassBucks for
those who deserve them. At the end of
each week, they can redeem them by
buying a prize from the prize box or buy
some game time, usually Lego time. This
has been very eﬃcient so far! It is a
pleasure to work with your children.

Mrs. Nichols’s 4th-6th Grade Class
Hello! We have had a great month of school so
far!
In math, the 5th and 6th graders are continuing
to work on finding the volume and surface area
of rectangular prisms. The 4th graders are
working on multi digit addition and subtraction
problems.
In reading we are working on comprehension
skills like inferencing and summarizing. We have
also started novel groups where students are
reading common novels and having great
discussions!

In writing, we have been perfecting our
paragraph writing skills, and will be working on
research essays next quarter.
In science, we are learning about different
ecosystems, the non-living and living parts of
ecosystems and how humans impact
ecosystems.
Classroom Economy:The students earn money for
doing their classroom jobs, good behavior and hard
work. Every week they must pay rent and utilities and
whatever they have left over they can choose to save or
spend at the school store.

Mr. Guenther’s Math and Science classes.
High school geometry is learning about measuring lines and angles. Their test is
coming up in a little over a week.
High school Biology is learning about the properties of life, water and carbon
molecules.
Middle school math is learning about working with fractions and the order of
operations.
Middle school life science is working on their human organ systems project, which
they will be ﬁnishing and presenting friday the 20th.

Efimia Basargin’s High school & Middle school Russian Class
This year the Russian class is reading textbooks and writing in
workbooks, “Окружающий мир.” The books have many unfamiliar
Russian words, so they are also working on the vocabulary.
The first thing in class, students read a Russian book. It is
impotent for a child to read Russian as much as possible in
order to become fluent reader. Encourage your youth to
read Russian at home. Here is a website that provides
Russian books to read online СкзкиВсем.Ру

Загадка
Она прячется от солнца
Под кустом в глубокой норке,
Бурая - не мишка,
В норке - но не мышка.
Ответ на загадку:
Картошка

The Middle school students are on Unit “Как устроен мир” “How
the world works.” They have read chapter “Природа” “Nature” and
“Человек” “Person.” The class has started a project “Богатства,
отданные людям” “Wealth given to people.” In addition, the
middle school is reviewing the Russian language grammar and
rules.
The High school students are on Unit “Наша безопасность” “Our
safety.” They have read chapter “Огонь, вода и газ” “Fire, water
and gas,” “Чтобы путь был счастливым” “So the way would be
fortunate,” “Дорожные знаки” “road signs” and “Опасные места”
“Dangerous places.” The class has started a project “Кто нас
защищает” “Who safeguards us.”

